ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

62
Transposable elements are significant drivers of eukaryotic genome evolution. In 63 humans and other primates, transposons constitute nearly half the genome; the majority 64 of these repeat elements are retrotransposons, although some DNA transposons are 65 also present. Despite the high repeat content of the human genome, many genomic 66 analyses struggle to deal with these regions as sequencing reads can often be assigned 67 nearly equally well to multiple regions in the genome. Masking or filtering these reads is 68 sequence. Each of these consensus sequences was then stored as a "reference" in the 117
Repeat Browser in a manner analogous to a single chromosome on the UCSC Human 118 Genome Browser 13, 14 . Each alignment is provided as a link in a "consensus alignment" 119 track for additional visual inspection by the user. 120 2 kb repeats2 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500 5,000 5,500 6,000
Mapping Alignments (sampled to < 2000 elements)
Coverage of alignments to hg19 
121
Annotation of each repeat class 122
For each repeat family, the consensus was mapped back to all of its repeats with 123
BLAT
15
. From this process, we generated a coverage plot illustrating the relative 124 representation of the consensus from each genomic instance ( Figure 1B ). For example, 125 the primate-specific LINE-1 sub-family, L1PA5, shows the expected distribution: most 126 of the individual L1PA5 instances, are short 3' truncations, meaning that most genomic 127 loci annotated as L1PA5 do not contain the 5' portion. Therefore the 3' end of the 128 consensus is found relatively more often across the human genome ( Figure 1B ). We 129 also ran Tandem Repeats Finder 16 and the EMBOSS ORF finder 17 on these consensus 130 sequences in order to automatically annotate each consensus. We similarly aligned the 131 FIGURE 2: Mapping of existing annotations and detection of repeat features. Annotation sets (e.g. UCSC Genes) that intersect RepeatMasker annotations were lifted from hg19 to the Repeat Browser consensuses. Shown here are all genes that contain L1PA5 sequence as well as ORFs (detected by EMBOSS getorf) and tandem sequence repeats detected within the L1PA5 consensus detected by Tandem Repeat Finder.
134
Our alignment of individual repeat elements in the genome to their respective 135 consensus sequence allows us to map any genome annotation to the genome 136 consensus sequence, a process more generally known as "lifting". In this way, human 137 genes that contain repeat sequence (as annotated by GENCODE 20 and UCSC genes 21 ) 138
were "lifted" to each consensus sequences (Table 1 ). Figure 2 shows the results for 139 L1PA5 elements. As expected, L1PA5 sequences that have been incorporated into 140 protein coding genes tend to derive from the untranslated regions (UTRs) of the repeats 141 and have incorporated into the UTRs of the protein coding genes. Finally, although the 142
Repeat Browser consensus sequences are built from hg19 RepeatMasker annotations, 143
we also generated mappings of each consensus to each corresponding repeat instance 144 in hg38. The result of these procedures produces a fully annotated and interactive 145 consensus sequence that requires minimal prior knowledge of the genomic organization 146 of the repeat being analyzed and at the same time allows lifting of any genome 147 annotation from either hg19 or hg38. 148 149 properties to bind and repress retrotransposons 10, 25 . These retrotransposons then 157 accumulate mutations that allow evasion of KZNF-mediated repression 10 . In order to 158 map this ChIP-SEQ data to the Repeat Browser, we first downloaded raw ChIP-SEQ 159 reads from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) 26 , mapped them to the reference 160 genome (hg19) using bowtie2 27 and called peaks using macs2 28 ( Figure 3A ). After this 161 standard genomic mapping and peak calling, we then took the peaks of these these 162
DNA-binding summits that overlapped a repeat element as annotated in the 163
RepeatMasker track, extended them by 5 nt in both directions, and used BLAT to map 164 the "meta-summit". In order to determine these "meta-summits", we ran our peak caller 173 (macs2) on the repeat consensus to generate a list of "meta-summits" which representthe most likely location of the DNA binding site for a specific DNA-binding factor. We 175 then generated a track which summarizes these meta-peaks for each consensus 176 sequence allowing easy and quick determination of factors with correlated binding 177 patterns ( Figure 3B ; visualized on Human Endogenous Retrovirus H (HERV-H)). 178 FIGURE 3: Mapping of KZNF ChIP-SEQ data to the UCSC Repeat Browser. A) Workflow for analyzing KZNF ChIP-SEQ. Data from existing collections was downloaded from SRA, analyzed via standard ChIP-SEQ workflows and the resulting summits mapped back to the RB for analysis. Mapping of individual summits produces a "meta-summit" (red arrow) that can be used for downstream analysis and which is stored separately in another annotation track. B) Example of a repeat family, HERVH-int (a primate endogenous retrovirus) with lifted annotations and datasets. Shown are tracks of annotated ORFs, gene overlaps, Kap1 ChIP-SEQ coverage and KZNF meta-summits.
180
RESULTS
181
Comparative Analysis of L1PA elements 182
In order to demonstrate the power of the UCSC Repeat Browser, we studied the 183 evolution of recent L1PA families. The L1PA lineage is a group of LINE-1 184 1 kb repeats2 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500
Repeat Consensus Alignments (filter activated) (Fig 4A) . Lower numbers indicate more recent activity and are derived from the 189 older, higher number families (note L1PA1 is also known as L1HS, human-specific) 29 .
190
Although this nomenclature generally corresponds to speciation events on the 191 phylogenetic tree of the hosts of L1PA retrotransposons, many families had overlapping 192 periods of activity meaning that the correspondence is not exact (e.g. it is possible that 193 a few L1PA3 instances are present in gibbon, despite their major burst of activity on the 194 human lineage occurring after the human-gibbon divergence) 30 .
196
Comparison of Primate Repeat Elements Reveals a Large Number of Gibbon 197
Specific L1PA4 Elements 198
In order to trace the evolution of L1PAs in different species, we downloaded the 199 complete sequences for every L1PA7 and younger L1PA family, as annotated in their 200 UCSC Genome Browser RepeatMasker tracks, in rhesus macaque (rheMac10), gibbon 201 (nomLeu3), orangutan (ponAbe3), chimp (panTro6), gorilla (gorGor5), bonobo 202 (panPan2) and human (hg38). We further restricted our analysis to only full-length 203 elements by filtering out elements less than 5000 nucleotides in length.
FIGURE 4: Comparative analysis of L1PA elements. A) Phylogeny and nomenclature of L1PA elements. Older elements have higher numbers and families can expand in a manner that will be conserved between species (grey) or lineage-specific (red). B) Counts of full length L1PA instances extracted from UCSC Repeat Masker tracks. Note for Rhesus (rheMac10), L1PA5 counts represent a sum of rhesus-specific elements (labeled as L1PA5 in RepBase, L1_RS* by RepeatMasker). Families in red expand greatly compared to families in grey, providing evidence of lineage-specific expansion.
As expected, the number of elements in older families were largely similar amongst all 205 species that shared a common ancestor when the retrotransposon was active: for 206 instance, L1PA7, active prior to the emergence of the last common ancestor of all 207 primates in this study, was found at a relatively constant amount in all genomes (Figure  208 4B). On the other hand, human specific elements were found only (barring a few likely 209 mis-annotations) in the human genome. Curiously, in certain species (gibbon, 210 orangutan and gorilla) instances of retrotransposon families that were active near their 211 divergence from human, were present in much greater copy number ( Figure 4B) . 212
Specifically, the number of L1PA4 elements was greater in gibbon then all other apes, 213 while a similar pattern was seen for L1PA3 and orangutan, and L1PA2 and gorilla. 214
These results are consistent with these primates having lineage specific expansion of 215 these elements in a manner distinct from humans. Notably, bonobos had a markedly 216 lower number of L1PA2 elements which may indicate stronger repression of these 217 elements by a species-specific factor; however, the bonobo assembly was one of the 218 older, short-read primate assemblies used in this study, and therefore the lack of L1PA2 219 elements may simply reflect greater difficulty in resolving these regions in the genome 220 assembly. Note also that the UCSC track for rheMac10 contains no annotated instances 221 of L1PA5, but this simply reflects the fact that RepeatMasker taxonomy splits the L1PA5 222 family into L1_RS families that are rhesus-specific compared to the other primates in 223 this study 31 . 224
225
All apes display evidence of ZNF93 evasion in the 5'UTR of L1PA 226
In order to examine the selection pressures that might explain species-specific 227 expansion and restriction of L1PA elements, we combined our primate L1PA analysis 228 with the ChIP-SEQ data of KRAB Zinc Finger Proteins (KZNFs) on the Repeat 229 
241
In order to look for these signatures of L1PA families escaping repression, we used 242 BLAT to align each individual full-length (>5000 nt) primate L1PA of the same class 243 instance to the human Repeat Browser consensus from the primate genomes under 244 study. We then generated coverage tracks of these full-length elements mapped to the 245 human consensus for each species and each L1PA family. The ZNF93-mediated 246 deletion is clearly visible as evidenced by a massive drop in coverage in the 129-bp 247 region in human L1PA3 instances ( Figure 5A ). This same drop in coverage is found in 248 all great apes (orangutan, gorilla, bonobo, chimp, and human) confirming that this event 249 occurred in a common ancestor. Notably a small number (~300) of L1PA3 elements 250 were identified in gibbon; however these elements display a different drop in coverage 251 (20 bp long) near the ZNF93 binding site, The majority of these gibbon "L1PA3" 252 instances do not lift to the human genome (or lift to older L1PA5 and L1PA4 elements) 253 suggesting they are mis-annotations or gibbon-specific L1PA expansions. Therefore, we 254 examined gibbon L1PA4 elements on the Repeat Browser and found that the small 20 255 bp deletion -at the base of the ZNF93 peak -first occurred in Gibbon L1PA4 elements 256 UTR that is not present in human, chimp or bonobo elements (Fig 6A) . However, 275 analysis of existing KZNF ChIP-SEQ data, shows no specific factor that clearly 276 correlates with this deletion. We may simply lack ChIP-SEQ data for the appropriate 277 factor (including the possibility that the KZNF driving these changes evolved specifically 278 within the orangutan lineage) to explain the evolutionary pattern seen in these 279 orangutan-specific elements; alternatively, this mutation might alter some other aspect 280 of L1PA fitness (e.g. splicing). Regardless, L1PA3 elements with this deletion were 281 highly successful in spreading throughout the orangutan genome. Furthermore, L1PA3 282 instances with deletions in this region also harbor the 129 bp ZNF93 deletion, 283
suggesting that this 11 bp deletion occurred after orangutan L1PA3 elements escaped 284 ZNF93 control (Fig 6B) . 285 FIGURE 6: L1PA evolution in great apes. A) Coverage maps of L1PA3 demonstrate shared deletion of the ZNF93 binding site and an additional 11 bp deletion found only in orangutans. B) Analysis of the mutational pattern of orangutan elements suggests that the orangutan-specific mutation (red) occurred after ZNF93 evasion (blue) since this mutation is found almost exclusively in elements with the 129-bp deletion already. C) A) Coverage map of L1PA2 instances demonstrates no major changes across primates except for small deletions in an extreme 5' region (Site A) and a region proximal to the orangutan deletion (Site B).
286
No major deletions are visible in primate L1PA2 elements 287
Mapping of L1PA2 elements in gorilla, bonobo, chimp and human to the Repeat 288
Browser reveals only minor changes between these relatively young elements. (Figure  289 6C) Although gorilla L1PA2 elements have greatly expanded compared to other 290 primates, no significant gorilla-specific deletions are visible in our coverage plots; 291 therefore the spread of gorilla elements may reflect the lack of a control factor that 292 evolved in bonobo, chimpanzees and humans, or may reflect more subtle point 293 mutations as we recently demonstrated for L1PA escape from ZNF649 control 34 .
294
Curiously, all four species show minor coverage drops in the area around nucleotide 295 250 (site B), a region that roughly corresponds to the deletion event observed in 296 orangutan L1PA3 elements ( Figure 6C ). Although the deletion frequencies in primate 297 L1PA2 are relatively low compared to the 11 bp L1PA3 orangutan deletion, this overall 298 behavior is consistent with the model that this region is under adaptive selection -299 possibly to escape repression from a still unknown KZNF.
FIGURE 7: Model for L1PA evolution in different primate species. L1PA5 was active in the ancestor of human and rhesus, and expanded in a rhesus-specific fashion. ZNF93 evolved in the common ancestor of gibbons and humans (ape ancestor) to repress L1PA4 elements. In gibbons L1PA4 escaped with a small 20 bp deletion (blue); a second gibbon-specific deletion event (green) near the ZNF765 binding site led to gibbon-specific expansion of L1PA4. In great apes (humanorangutan ancestor) a 129 bp deletion (blue) in L1PA3 allowed ZNF93 evasion. In orangutans (possibly in response to an orangutan specific KZNF) a new 11 bp deletion occurred and lead to orangutan-specific expansion of L1PA3. In gorillas, continued expansion of L1PA2 is not associated with deletions in the 5'UTR suggesting that this expansion is due either to lack of a chimp/bonobo/human repression factor or point mutations in gorilla L1PA2. A few gorilla, bonobo and human L1PA2 instances experience small deletions (brown and red); the red deletions are in a similar location to the orangutan L1PA3 deletion.
301
DISCUSSION
302
The UCSC Repeat Browser provides an interactive and accessible environment to 303 study repeat biology and side-steps the problem of mistakenly mapping reads to an 304 incorrect locus by generating consensus representations of every repeat class, and 305 focusing on how genome-wide datasets interact with repeat sequences independent of 306 their genomic locus. Here we use this consensus-based approach to identify deletion 307 events in repeats across species that suggest a model by which L1PA escape occurs 308 differently across the phylogenetic tree of old world monkeys (Figure 7) . 309 310 However, several caveats should be noted about Repeat Browser-based analyses. 311 First, they rely entirely on RepeatMasker classifications (and in turn RepBase) and 312 therefore depend on the quality of the annotations established in these collections. 313
Second, the Repeat Browser uses its own consensus sequences to display genomic 314 data, with these choices biased by length in order to ensure proper visualization, which 315 can otherwise be problematic in regions where sequence is inserted. However, custom 316 versions of the browser allow users to provide a custom consensus sequence. Indeed, 317
we previously used this approach to create consensuses of L1PA3 subclasses 318 (L1PA3long and L1PA3short (containing the ZNF93-related 129bp deletion)) when 319 tracing an evolutionary arms race between ZNF93 and L1PA3 elements. 10 Finally, the 320
Repeat Browser and other consensus-based approaches risk diluting important,biologically relevant signal driven by a few instances of a repeat type that may affect the 322 cell by virtue of their genomic location instead of their sequence. In these cases, the 323 majority of instances in these families may generate no signal and produce an 324 underwhelming "composite" Repeat Browser signal whereas an individual genomic 325 locus may produce a strong, reproducible, and functionally relevant signal. Therefore, 326
we recommend that Repeat Browser analysis be used in combination with existing 327 genomic approaches for repeat analysis 9, [35] [36] [37] . Finally, the existence of the UCSC 328
Repeat Browser as a complete "repeat genome collection" available for download 329
should allow manipulation and utilization of repeat consensus sequences with a large 330 set of existing, standard genomics tools, thereby enhancing the investigation of repeat 331 sequence biology. We expect that the repeat community will make creative use of this 332 tool beyond the workflows suggested here. 333
334
CONCLUSIONS
335
The UCSC Repeat Browser provides a fully interactive environment, analogous to the 336 UCSC Human Genome Browser, to study repeats. We show here that this environment 337 provides an intuitive visualization tool for analysis and hypothesis-generation. For 338 instance, here we use the Repeat Browser to demonstrate that sequence-specific 339 deletions in repeats apparently driven by the activity of cellular repressors occurs 340 independently in different species. The Repeat Browser is currently available at: 341 http://bit.ly/repbrowser . 342 343 344
Project name: The UCSC Repeat Browser
